Since the first application of frontier molecular orbitals (FMOs) to rationalize stereospecificity of pericyclic reactions, FMOs have remained at the forefront of chemical theory. Yet, the practical application of FMOs in the rational design and synthesis of novel charge transfer materials remains under-appreciated. In this Perspective, we demonstrate that molecular orbital theory is a powerful and universal tool capable of rationalizing the observed redox/optoelectronic properties of various aromatic hydrocarbons in the context of their application as charge-transfer materials. Importantly, the inspection of FMOs can provide instantaneous insight into the interchromophoric electronic coupling and polaron delocalization in polychromophoric assemblies, and therefore is invaluable for the rational design and synthesis of novel materials with tailored properties.
An understanding of mechanisms of charge delocalization in π-conjugated wires is not only limited to photovoltaic applications, but is also important in the field of single-molecule electronics. (28−30) As probed using various metal-wire-metal and donor-wire-acceptor systems, the charge transfer can be described by two limiting mechanisms: (31−34) direct tunneling between the electrodes (or from donor to acceptor), without residing on the wire, or involving the wire as an intermediate before reaching the destination. Depending on the extent of charge delocalization in long wires, the charge transfer may involve a series of hops, each described as a Marcus process. (35) In order to understand the origin of the varied hole delocalization in different π-conjugated electron donors, we first consider the ionization of a single electron donor under steady state conditions in solution. Following Koopman's theorem and Franck-Condon principle, initial vertical ionization from the HOMO occurs rapidly on the time scale of nuclear motion, producing a vibrationally excited cation radical, followed by the ionizationinduced structural (i.e., contraction/elongation of the bonds) and conformational reorganization on ps−μs time scale. In addition, the solvent serves as a sink of the initial vibrational excitation, and reorganizes to accommodate the relaxed solute. Effectively, alterations in the molecular structure and solvent establish a potential energy well for the cationic charge leading to a bound (self-trapped) state with the limited charge delocalization. The self-trapped charge together with the displaced atoms and reorganized solvent is often termed as a polaron. Although originally coined in recognition of the strong interaction between the electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom in the ionic solid, (36) the term polaron has been widely used in the literature to characterize the limited charge delocalization in a various classes of condensed matter as well as molecular systems. (22,37−43) In some literature, the term hole/electron delocalization is favored, which implies distribution of the charge as well as structural reorganization. Herein, we will use the terms polaron and hole/electron delocalization interchangeably.
Depending on the interplay between the electronic coupling (Hab) between the repeat units of the polymer and the reorganization energy parameter (λ), the extent of polaron (i.e., hole or electron) delocalization may vary. (44−47) Electronic coupling is determined by the orbital overlap between interacting sites, and reorganization energy involves contribution from slow modes of solvent reorientation and fast bond vibrations associated with charge transfer. Following the two-state Marcus-Hush theory,(44) in the large electronic coupling limit (2Hab ≥ λ), the polaron is evenly delocalized between two sites ( Figure 1A ). As only one minimum is present on the potential energy surface (PES), the polaron delocalization mechanism can be termed "static" delocalization, or class III, according to the Robin-day classification.(48) Conversely, in the limit of small electronic coupling (2Hab < λ), the charge is partially delocalized with the distribution maximum centered on one of the sites ( Figure 1B ). Due to the presence of two minima on the PES, the polaron can hop between two sites, hence, the term "dynamic" hopping can be used to describe the polaron distribution. When electronic coupling is nonexistent (Hab = 0, Robin-Day class I), the polaron is fully localized on one site ( Figure 1C ). In the course of a rational design and synthesis of novel charge-transfer materials for photovoltaic and molecular electronics applications, one often desires to have a qualitative a priori understanding of the extent of polaron delocalization in the candidate material.
For example, for the purpose of promoting the long-range charge separation in the OPV device one desires a polymeric electron donor with extensive length of polaron delocalization (i.e., a wire with large Hab and/or small λ). On the other hand, for molecular electronics applications, one may desire a long-range charge-transfer mechanism dominated by hole hopping, for which less delocalized polarons are required (i.e., a wire with small Hab and/or large λ). While standard quantum chemistry methods such as density functional theory (DFT) allow one to accurately predict polaron delocalization in π-conjugated as well as π-stacked systems, these methods require caution, as an accurate description of the hole delocalization/stabilization is challenging for many DFT methods, in particular due to self-interaction error. (49−51) We thus believe that models based on the Marcus-Hush and Hückel molecular orbital theories can be invaluable for the rational design of novel electron donors with the control over the hole delocalization in their cation radicals. For example, efficiency of hole delocalization in a molecular wire is largely governed by the orbital overlap between adjacent monomeric units. In order to control the orbital overlap, one often considers geometrical factors such as the interplanar dihedral angle, often referred to as simply "sterics". It is much less recognized in the current literature that the electron density distribution of the wire plays a critically important, if not dominant, role in defining the electronic coupling. (52−55) To fill this gap, in this Perspective article we present a view on how the design of PAH-based molecular wires can be achieved by considering not only the geometrical factors but also the electron density distribution via a simple visual inspection of the frontier orbitals (FMOs) of the wire.
Organic chemists have long relied on a simple yet powerful theoretical tool to predict the stereoselectivity of pericyclic reactions. (56) Having roots in the symmetry of FMOs, here a simple visual examination of the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) readily explains the stereoselectivity, as the electrocyclic reaction occurs only when like phases of the orbitals overlap to form a bond ( Figure 2A ).(57,58) Likewise, examination of the HOMO can be used to rationalize the extent of polaron delocalization as well as the observed redox and optical properties of polycyclic aromatic electron donors. As an example, it is known that a hexamethoxy-substituted triptycene derivative (T23) promotes extensive polaron (i.e., hole) delocalization over all three aromatic moieties via efficient through-space orbital overlap (i.e., large electronic coupling Hab, Figure 2B ).(60,61) Interestingly, as supported by electrochemistry, spectroscopy, and DFT calculations, a simple modification in the position of the methoxy groups in the isomeric triptycene T14 leads to the localization of a hole on a single aromatic moiety,(59) despite the fact that a rigid triptycene framework with interplanar angle of 120° between aromatic rings is expected to promote efficient through-space orbital overlap and thereby extensive hole delocalization in both triptycences. (61, 62) This counterintuitive result can be readily rationalized by a simple visual inspection of HOMOs of these triptycene derivatives. (59) In T23, the quinoidal arrangement of the HOMO lobes in the individual aromatic rings leads to a large orbital overlap at the center of triptycene and therefore to hole delocalization over all three rings. A change in the position of the methoxy group reorients the pattern of the electron density distribution of HOMO from quinoidal to bisallylic, leading to a negligible orbital overlap at the center of the triptycene framework (i.e., small electronic coupling Hab) and therefore hole localization onto a single aromatic ring ( Figure 2B ). Following this approach of the visual inspection of HOMO, below we consider how the experimentally determined hole delocalization in molecular wires can be rationalized with the aid of MO theory.
In order to probe experimentally the extent of polaron (i.e., electron or hole) delocalization in a molecular wire, one may resort to an oligomer approach, ( Figure 3E ).(66) Extension of the two-state Marcus-Hush model to multiple p-phenylenes using a multistate Marcus model or MSM (68, 72) showed that for a sufficiently long wire there are multiple quasi-isoenergetic local minima separated by ∼10 meV activation barriers ( Figure 3F ). It has been recently shown that the presence of such electronic isomers can play an important role in the charge transport in long molecular wires via both polaron tunneling and hopping mechanisms. (73−76) Given that the polaron delocalization in FPPn is limited to 8 p-phenylenes, can one develop a rational approach to the design of molecular wires with a control over the extent of hole delocalization?
The example of methoxy-substituted triptycenes in Figure 2B clearly shows that the position of the electron-rich methoxy groups impacts the pattern of the electron density distribution of HOMO, giving precise control over the interchromophoric orbital overlap and electronic coupling. By the same token, incorporation of methoxy groups at 2 and 5 positions in the virgin poly-p-phenylene wire (i.e., poly-p-hydroquinone ether, PHEn)(77,78) changes the nodal structure of HOMO from a longitudinal to transverse arrangement, (79) while also increasing the interplanar dihedral angle, leading to a reduced orbital overlap and thus reduced electronic coupling as evident from the reduced HOMO/HOMO-1 energy gap ( Figure 4A ). Such an alteration in the electron density distribution has a profound impact on the redox properties of the wire, which become invariant with increasing length-a feature in sharp contrast with the strong wire-length dependence of the properties in unsubstituted poly-p-phenylenes such as PPn and FPPn ( Figure 4B ). Considering that saturation of the redox properties and finite polaron delocalization seem to be inevitable, one may try to extend the physical length of polaron delocalization by designing wires with a larger chromophore size, as shown in Figure 5 for a case of phenylene, fluorene, hexabenzocoronene (HBC), and a novel HBCfluorene hybrid(81) (FHBC). In fact, such a strategy has been explored with wires derived from porphyrins, where the extent of charge/energy delocalization typically exceeds that observed in poly-p-phenylenes, in part due to their smaller reorganization energy parameter.(82−84) Figure 5 . Examples of molecular wires with varied chromophore size.
Remarkably, a systematic variation of the chromophore size from one to three aromatic rings in a series of biaryls, i.e., biphenyl (PP2), fluorene (F2), bitriphenylene (TP2), has demonstrated that hole stabilization (i.e., the difference between oxidation potentials ΔEox = Eox[aryl] -Eox[biaryl]) decreases with increasing chromophore size, signifying a decrease in electronic coupling.(85) Furthermore, in the extreme case of the HBC-based biphenyl (HBC2, aka "superbiphenyl")(86) with seven aromatic rings per chromophore, the hole stabilization is nearly inhibited, as the steady-state electronic absorption spectrum of HBC2 +• is nearly identical to that of HBC +• , suggesting that in HBC2 +• the hole resides on a single chromophore. (85) This initially surprising observation is readily rationalized when one examines the electron density distribution of the HOMO in these biaryls. As the size of the chromophore increases, a total of two electrons per HOMO, in each case, spreads over a larger number of atoms, thereby decreasing the electron density at the central carbon atoms that mediate the electronic coupling through the biaryl linkage ( Figure 6 ). As such, a doubling of the chromophore size from a single phenylene to fluorene reduces the electronic coupling nearly by half, while further expansion of the chromophore to 7 aromatic rings, as in HBC2, reduces the coupling to a negligible value ( Figure 6 ). While a small dihedral angle promotes a larger orbital overlap and electronic coupling, the amount of the available electron density at the coupling-mediating atoms is of primary importance. Thus, despite nearly identical equilibrium interplanar angles in biphenyl PP2 and superbiphenyl HBC2, the mechanisms of hole delocalization in their cation radicals are vastly different. One may envision that poly-HBC- (87, 88) or FHBC-based wires ( Figure 5 ) would belong to a class of isoenergetic wires where redox and optoelectronic properties are length-invariant and could be interesting candidates to probe long-range charge transfer. (31, 80) The studies described thus far have demonstrated that poly fluorene wires are characterized by a strong interchromophoric electronic coupling, due to the favorable arrangement of the HOMO lobes and relatively small interplanar angle. One may expect that a structurally similar pyrene can also be considered as a candidate for the design of novel molecular wires, especially in the light of its rich electronic and optical properties ( Figure 7A ).(89) Surprisingly, while linking a pair of fluorenes leads to efficient (ΔEox = 370 mV) hole stabilization, linking a pair of pyrenes at the same (para) positions leads to a negligible (ΔEox = 10 mV) hole stabilization, despite nearly identical interplanar dihedral angles ( Figure 7A) . (90) This has been demonstrated using a combination of electrochemistry, spectroscopy and benchmarked DFT calculations.(90) Even more surprising, the isomeric meta-bipyrene (m-Py2) displays an appreciable (ΔEox = 70 mV) stabilization despite a much larger interplanar dihedral angle than found in p-Py2 ( Figure 7A ).(90) (90). Such a disparate hole stabilization between isomeric bipyrenes and bifluorene can be qualitatively rationalized by an examination of the nodal arrangement of their HOMOs and the magnitudes of the HOMO/HOMO-1 energy gaps ( Figure 7B ). The HOMO of pyrene is entirely different from that of fluorene and has no HOMO electron density at the para positions! By contrast, the availability of electron density at the meta position affords an appreciable overlap, despite the unfavorable dihedral angle. As a result of a small yet significant orbital overlap, hole delocalization in poly-meta-pyrene (m-Pyn +• ) wires extends to three pyrene units, only two aromatic rings units less than in the much more strongly coupled poly-para-fluorene (Fn +• ) wires. Thus, in m-Py4 +• the steady-state polaron delocalization along the poly pyrene chain occurs by a dynamic hopping mechanism, with a relatively small interconversion barrier of 8 meV ( Figure 7C) , providing a conduit for longrange charge transport in longer poly pyrene wires.
It is important to bear in mind that the efficiency of the charge delocalization in the OPV devices is governed by not only the intramolecular delocalization through the backbone of the polymeric electron donors but also by the intermolecular (through-space) delocalization between adjacent π-stacked aromatic donors. (91, 92) Thus, the extent of polaron delocalization studied in the isolated molecules in the examples above may change when these molecules are considered in the solid phase. In this context, the case of pillarene(93,94)-a cyclic array of five p-hydroquinone ethers separated by methylene linkers-is highly illustrative.(95) Hole delocalization in a single pillarene cation radical in solution is limited to only one aromatic moiety due to the poor orbital overlap ( Figure 8A ) as evidenced from a combination of electrochemical, spectroscopic analysis as well as DFT calculations.(95) Remarkably, upon crystallization into a solid phase, intramolecular hole delocalization observed in solution is diminished in favor of the formation of three intermolecular dimeric contacts with sandwich-like arrangement and extensive inter/intramolecular delocalization as judged by the analysis of the precise X-ray crystal structures of pillarene cation radical ( Figure 8B ). Thus, considerations of both intraand intermolecular orbital overlaps during the rational design of novel polymeric donors provide an additional leverage for the control of their electronic structure. It has been widely recognized that the geometrical factors such as the interplanar dihedral angle between adjacent units is an important factor in establishing efficient orbital overlap and thereby electronic coupling. In this Perspective we have shown that electron density distribution in the wire plays a critical if not dominant role in establishing the efficient orbital overlap. In the context of the design of novel molecular wires, the control over the orbital overlap can be achieved via changes in (1) nodal arrangement of HOMO using substituents, (2) chromophore size, (3) type of the interchromophoric linkage, and (4) the interplay between through-bond and through-space interactions.
Importantly, information on the electron density distribution can be obtained by a simple visual inspection of the HOMO and thus provide an important qualitative information about the electronic coupling and extent of polaron delocalization in a variety of aromatic hydrocarbons. Availability of the graphical user interfaces to various electronic structure codes provides every chemist with an immediate access to HOMO plots and can be easily incorporated in the workflow of the design and synthesis of new compounds. Since the FMOs of neutral (closed-shell) molecules are needed, there are no stringent requirements to the choice of theory level, and "default" methods (e.g., B3LYP/6-31G*) may be applicable in many cases.
A visual inspection of the HOMO electron density distribution provides important qualitative information about the electronic coupling and extent of polaron delocalization in a variety of aromatic hydrocarbons.
In fact, for the past several years, the synthetic efforts in our research group were guided by the inspection of the nodal arrangement of HOMO of a candidate molecule and provided us with a qualitative prediction of its redox/optical properties that were later confirmed experimentally. (59, 90, 96, 97) This approach is highly familiar to every chemist, as it allows by the similar virtue the prediction of chemical reactivity and regio-and stereoselectivity of a variety of organic transformations. A simple visual inspection of HOMOs does not supersede any quantitative assessment of the hole delocalization using experimental data and benchmarked DFT methods, yet we strongly believe that such an intuitive approach can serve as an important addition to a toolkit of organic, material, and physical chemists working on the rational design and synthesis of novel materials with enhanced properties.
